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Chapter 2

GENE MUTATIONS OF HEREDITARY MOTOR
NEURON DISEASES
Haruo Shimazaki, MD, PhD
Division of Neurology, Department of Internal Medicine,
Jichi Medical University School of Medicine, Tochigi, Japan

ABSTRACT
Hereditary motor neuron diseases can be grouped into three
categories. Those with upper motor neuron involvement are called
hereditary spastic paraplegias (HSP), those with lower motor neuron
involvement are referred to as spinal muscular atrophy (SMA), distal
hereditary motor neuropathy (dHMN), Charcot-Marie-Tooth disease
(CMT), and those with combined upper and lower motor neuron
involvement are designated as familial amyotrophic lateral sclerosis
(FALS). They are caused by mutations in the various genes. Recent
advances in next-generation sequencing have discovered new causative
genes or those mutations. We could identify several gene mutations in
HSP, CMT, and FALS families using whole-exome or genome sequencing.
In this review, we described the phenotypes and gene mutations and
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discussed genotype-phenotype correlations compared with previous
reports.

1. HEREDITARY SPASTIC PARAPLEGIAS
Hereditary spastic paraplegias (HSPs) comprise a heterogeneous group
of neurodegenerative diseases characterized by gradually progressive
spasticity and weakness of the lower limbs with the predominant feature of
a length-dependent degeneration of upper motor neurons. HSPs are
classified by their mapped genetic loci, SPG1–SPG80. To date, about 70
causative genes have been identified, transmitted by autosomaldominant, autosomal-recessive (AR), X-linked recessive inheritances, with
de novo mutations also described. Clinical and genetic heterogeneity led us
to use next-generation sequencing (NGS) technologies to genetic diagnosis
for HSPs [1]. The most common HSP is SPG4, This is inherited as an
autosomal dominant trait, and is associated with mutations in the SPAST
gene [2].

1.1. SPG4
Table 1. Autosomal dominant spastic paraplegia families
with SPAST mutations
Family No.
onset (proband)
age at examination
cognitive impairment
leg spasticity
other features
SPAST variants
(NM_014946.3)
AA consequences

1
47
70
+
constipation
c.11378insA
p.L380fs

2
15
30
+
psychosis
c.1454
C>T
p.A485V

3
45
50
+
c.1245+1G>A
exon 9
skipping

4
45
48
+
c.1504A>
T
p.K502*

5
30
74
+
ichthyosis
c.1210-1212
delTTT
p.F404del
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SPG4 is the most frequent HSP characterized by pure spastic paraplegia,
sometimes associated with dementia [3]. Intrafamilial variation of the
symptoms or onset age was known widely.
We previously reported two autosomal dominant pure spastic paraplegia
families [4, 5]. They had SPAST gene mutations. We encountered an
additional three families with SPAST mutations (Table 1).

1.1.1. Family 1
The pedigree of the family is presented in Figure 1. The affected patients
had spasticity, exaggerated tendon reflexes in the lower limbs and a Babinski
sign. Blood samples were obtained with informed consent from affected and
unaffected individuals. The proband suffered from severe constipation and
occasionally led to paralytic ileus. Genomic DNA was extracted from
peripheral blood leukocytes. We performed linkage analysis in the family
and observed a probable linkage to chromosome 2p previously (data not
shown).

Figure 1. The pedigree of family 1.
This family includes eight affected persons (generations I, II, III and IV), and shows an
autosomal dominant mode of transmission. In generation IV, gender concealed in those
individuals denoted by a diamond shape to maintain the anonymity of the family
(Modified from [4]).
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Figure 2. The sequence analyses of the proband (III-1) and normal family member.
The patient had a single nucleotide insertion mutation (c.1137-8 insA) in exon 8 of the
SPAST gene (Modified from [4]).

Then, two affected members and two aged normal individuals in the
present family were screened for mutations in the SPAST gene. According
to the conditions reported previously [6], the 17 coding exons of the SPAST
gene were amplified by polymerase chain reaction (PCR) from genomic
DNA and sequenced directly. Concerning exon 8, an amplified fragment
was subcloned into plasmids. Clones were then analyzed by restriction
endonuclease digestion and sequencing. When sequence analysis revealed
an insertion mutation (NM_014946.3: c.1137-8 ins A) (Figure 2) in exon 8
in the patient, its co-segregation with the disease was confirmed in the
analyses of the other family members. This insertion variant will result in a
frameshift with a premature stop.
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1.1.2. Family 2
The family tree shows in Figure 3. The patients had spasticity,
exaggerated tendon reflexes in the lower limbs and Babinski signs. The
proband and his brother (IV-11) sometimes developed psychosis. Blood
samples were obtained from the three patients and 12 individuals at risk in
the family with informed consent. Linkage analysis showed a probable
linkage to chromosome 2p (data not shown). One patient and one aged
normal individual in the present family were screened for variations in the
SPAST gene.
As the sequence analysis revealed a missense mutation
(NM_014946.3:c.1454C>T, p.A485V) (Figure 4) in exon 12 in the patient,
its cosegregation with the disease was then ascertained in the rest of the
family.

Figure 3. The pedigree of family 2.
The pedigree includes nine affected persons (generations I–IV), four symptomatic
carriers and an asymptomatic carrier (generation IV) in four generations, and exhibits
an autosomal dominant mode of transmission. In generation IV, the gender is
concealed for those individuals denoted by diamonds to maintain the anonymity of the
family (Modified from [5]).
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Figure 4. The sequence analyses of the proband (IV-12) and normal family member.
The patient had a missense variant (NM_014946.3:c.1454C>T, p.A485V) in exon 12
of the SPAST gene (Modified from [5]).

1.1.3. Family 3
This family included three patients over the three generations (Figure 5).
The mother (I-2, Figure 5) and son (III-1, Figure 5) of the proband (II-1,
Figure 5) had spasticity, exaggerated tendon reflexes in the lower limbs and
a Babinski sign. The proband noticed gait disturbance in the age of 45. He
visited our clinic at age 50. Neurological examination revealed pure spastic
paraplegia.
Blood samples were obtained from the proband and son with informed
consent. Whole-exome sequencing and subsequent sanger sequencing
disclosed a splicing variant (NM_014946.3: c.1245G>A) in intron 9 of the
SPAST gene (Figure 6). This variant was previously reported as an aberrant
splicing mutation and result in skipping of exon 9 demonstrated by cDNA
sequencing [7]. The proband suffered from his right equinovarus foot
deformity. We treated with botulinus toxin A injection into his right leg
muscles.
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Figure 5. The pedigree of family 3.

Figure 6. The sequence analyses of the proband (II-1) and affected son (III-1).
The patients had a splicing variant (NM_014946.3:c.1245G>A) in intron 9 of the
SPAST gene.
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1.1.4. Family 4
This family included two patients over the two generations (Figure 7).
The proband and her mother had spasticity, exaggerated tendon reflexes in
the lower limbs and a Babinski sign. The proband (II-2, Figure 7) noticed
gait disturbance in the age of 45. He visited our clinic at age 48. Neurological
examination revealed pure spastic paraplegia. Her mother (I-2, Figure 7)
suffered from spastic paraplegia since the age of 60.
Blood samples were obtained from the proband and her mother with
informed consent. Whole-exome sequencing of the proband’s DNA and
subsequent Sanger sequencing identified a novel nonsense variant
(NM_014946.3: c.1504 A>T) in exon 13 of the SPAST gene (Figure 8). This
variant led to a stop codon at amino acid residue 502. This nonsense variant
was not registered in public databases, considered a novel mutation.

Figure 7. The pedigree of family 4.
Proband and her mother suffered from spastic paraplegia. Proband is ambulatory,
whereas her mother is wheelchair-bound.
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Figure 8. Mutation analysis of family 4.
Sanger sequencing (the reverse direction) of the proband and her mother DNAs
identified a novel nonsense variant (NM_014946.3: c.1504 A>T) in exon 13 of the
SPAST gene.

1.1.5. Family 5
A 74-year-old woman visited our clinic because of her gradually
worsening gait disturbance since the age of 30. She suffered from ichthyosis
in her legs. Neurological examination revealed bilateral leg spasticity,
exaggerated tendon reflexes in the lower limbs and a Babinski sign. Her
father had also shown gait disturbance while he was alive (Figure 9).
Blood samples were obtained from the proband with informed consent.
Whole-exome sequencing of the proband’s DNA and subsequent Sanger
sequencing identified a three-base deletion (NM_014946.3: c.1210-1212 del
TTT, p.F404del) in exon 9 of the SPAST gene (Figure 10). This deletion was
a pathogenic variant of the SPAST gene reported previously (8). No
mutations were identified in the ALDH3A2 gene, a responsive gene for
Sjögren-Larsson syndrome.
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Figure 9. Family pedigree of the family 5.

Figure 10. The sequence analyses of the proband (II-6).
The patients had a three-base deletion (NM_014946.3: c.1210-1212delTTT) in exon 9
of the SPAST gene.
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1.2. SPG2
Spastic paraplegia type 2 (SPG2) is characterized by spastic paraplegia,
autonomic dysfunction, normal intelligence, and normal lifespan. The
responsive gene is proteolipid protein 1 (PLP1) gene, which is also caused
in Pelizaeus-Merzbacher disease, displaying neonatal stridor, nystagmus,
seizures, severe hypotonia followed by spastic quadriparesis, severe
cognitive impairment and death before 10 years of age [9].
The proband (III-2, Figure 11) was pointed out his delayed psychomotor
development at the age of ten months. He was diagnosed as cerebral palsy.
His spastic paraparesis gradually worsened, so he became wheelchair-bound
at age 18. He has no family history. Brain MRI disclosed white matter
hyperintensity on T2-weighted images. He was referred to our clinic at age
31. The neurological examination revealed gaze-evoked nystagmus, spastic
paraplegia, exaggerated DTRs of his legs and positive Babinski signs. His
Mini-Mental State Examination (MMSE) was 26/30.

Figure 11. SPG2 family.
The proband (III-2) showed early-onset spastic paraplegia. His grandmother was
demented, mother suffered from depression and brother showed mental impairment.
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Figure 12. Brain and spinal MRI of the proband.
Brain FLAIR MRI (A) showed white matter abnormal intensities in internal capsules
and occipital lobes. Cervical spinal cord T2-weighted MRI (B) showed no abnormal
findings.

Figure 13. Sequence analyses of the proband and his mother’s DNA.
A hemizygous PLP1 mutation (NM_001128834.2: c.560T>C) was revealed on the Xchromosome of the proband (III-2). The same heterozygous PLP1 mutation
(NM_001128834.2: c.560T>C) was identified in his mother (II-2).
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FLAIR images of brain MRI (Figure 12 A) showed white matter
abnormal intensities in internal capsules and occipital lobes.
DNA analyses were performed for the patient and his mother with
informed consents. We performed whole-exome sequencing in the proband.
We confirmed the mutation by Sanger sequencing.
Whole-exome sequencing identified a hemizygous PLP1 mutation
(NM_001128834.2: c.560T>C) in the patient (Figure 13). A heterozygous
PLP1 mutation (NM_001128834.2: c.560T>C) was identified in his mother.
This PLP1 variant was already reported and called a rumpshaker mutation
[10]. This mutation led to spastic paraparesis, congenital nystagmus and
increased signal on cerebral T2-weighted MRI [11]. These clinical findings
are consistent with those of the patient.

1.3. SPG17
SPG17 is called Silver syndrome, is an autosomal dominantly inherited
disease characterized by spasticity of the legs and amyotrophy of the small
hand muscles. SPG17 has usually the heterozygous missense variants in the
gene Berardinelli-Seip congenital lipodystrophy type 2 (BSCL2, seipin)
[12]. Biallelic null mutations in the BSCL2 gene result in autosomal
recessive Berardinelli-Seip congenital lipodystrophy type 2 [13].
The proband (II-1, Figure 15) was indicated his abnormal gait at the age
of 18 and noticed intrinsic hand muscle atrophy at the age of 34. At age 52,
he noticed frequent muscle cramps and atrophy of his lower legs. He visited
our clinic at age 54. His father (I-I, Figure 15) suffered from gait disturbance
and his son (III-1, Figure 15) noticed leg muscle cramps. Neurological
examination revealed distal muscle weakness and wasting of the upper and
lower limbs (Figure 14). All deep tendon reflexes were exaggerated except
for the Achilles tendon reflex. His walking showed steppage and spastic gait.
Nerve conduction studies revealed axonal neuropathy. His son showed only
leg muscle cramps and exaggerated DTRs. His father did not allow us to his
neurological examination and genetic test.
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Figure 14. Hand and foot photography of the proband (II-1).
Intrinsic hand muscle atrophy (A), distal muscle atrophy of the leg and pes cavus foot
deformity were noted (B).

Figure 15. Family tree of the SPG17 family.
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Figure 16. Sequence analysis of the proband (II-1) and his son (III-2).
A heterozygous BSCL2 gene mutation (NM_035667.6: c.263A>G) was identified in
the proband (II-1) and son (III-2).

DNA analyses were performed for the patient and his son with informed
consents. We performed whole-exome sequencing in the proband. We
confirmed the mutation by Sanger sequencing.
Whole-exome sequencing identified a heterozygous BSCL2 mutation
(NM_035667.6: c.263A>G) in the patient (Figure 16). The same
heterozygous BSCL2 mutation (NM_035667.6: c.263A>G) was identified
in his son (Figure 16). This BSCL2 variant was already reported from
Caucasian [12] and Japanese [14]. Spastic paraplegia and distal muscle
atrophy were consistent with symptoms of previously reported patients,
although prominent muscle cramps were a characteristic feature of our cases.
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1.4. SPG11
SPG11 is the most common type of autosomal recessive (AR) HSP.
SPG11 shows early-onset spastic paraplegia with thin corpus callosum,
mental impairment, and neuropathy [15, 16]. A sagittal image of Brain MRI
shows thin corpus callosum (TCC). HSP with thin corpus callosum (TCC)
is a feature associated with SPG1, SPG11, SPG15, SPG18, SPG21, SPG4447, SPG49, SPG54, SPG56, SPG63, SPG67, SPG71, and so forth.
Spatacsin, the causative gene for SPG11, was identified (16). SPG11
cases usually had biallelic null mutations in the Spatacsin gene.
A non-consanguineous family including one patient. The proband (II-2)
shows spastic paraplegia with TCC. Other members are all healthy. The
father (I-1), the mother (I-2) and sibling (II-1) were neurologically
asymptomatic.
The patient (II-2, Figure 17) noticed his gait difficulty at age 13. His gait
disturbance was gradually worsened and wheel-chair bound at age 23. He
had a mental impairment (MMSE 17/30). His brain MRI showed marked
thin corpus callosum. (Figure 18) He treated with intrathecal baclofen
administration at age 31 because of severe spasticity and pain of his legs.
We performed whole-exome sequencing (WES) of the patient’s DNA
and searched deleterious mutations of HSP genes in the WES result.
Mutations were confirmed by Sanger sequencing and co-segregation study
in this family. To evaluate the missense variant in exon 14 affected splicing,
we extracted mRNA from the patient's leukocytes. RT-PCR was performed
to investigate the effect of the variant on splicing, designing primers on exon
14 and 15.
Whole-exome sequencing (WES) could identify a novel nonsense
mutation in exon 6 and a missense mutation in exon 14 of the SPG11 gene,
which is the causative gene for SPG11. The compound heterozygous
mutations were confirmed by Sanger sequencing, co-segregated within this
family (Figure 19).
The symptoms of this patient were identical to those of SPG11. We
identified the novel nonsense mutation (p.Q389*) of the SPG11 gene. We
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also identified missense mutation (p.I870V)[17], resulting in aberrant
splicing [18].

Figure 17. Family tree with an SPG11 patient.

Figure 18. Brain MRI findings of the patient (II-2)
Sagittal T1 image showing a thin corpus callosum, especially the anterior part. Axial
FLAIR image showed subtle ears of the lynx formation at the anterior periventricular
portions of the lateral ventricles.
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Figure 19. Result of sequence analysis.
Sanger sequencing (reverse sequences) confirmed the nonsense mutation
(NM_025137.3:c.1165C>T, p.Q389*) and missense one (NM_025137.3: c.2608A>G,
p.I870V) of the SPG11 gene in the proband (II-2). This mutation was co-segregated with
the disease in this family.

Figure 20. RT-PCR analysis of the proband's mRNA
Forward and reverse sequence analysis of RT-PCR product showed that c.2608A>G
substitution generated a new splice donor site (AT>GT), resulting to delete 13bp of exon
14.
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2. CHARCOT-MARIE-TOOTH DISEASES
Charcot-Marie-Tooth diseases (CMTs) are a group of inherited
neuropathies characterized by distal weakness, sensory loss, reduced or
absent deep tendon reflexes and foot deformities. CMTs are a heterogeneous
group of disorders clinically or genetically [19]. The causative genes for
CMTs have been identified over 100 genes, we applied next-generation
sequencing technologies to diagnostic approaches for CMTs [20].

2.1. CMT4D
Charcot-Marie-Tooth disease type 4D (CMT4D) is a demyelinating
form of CMT characterized by a severe distal motor and sensory neuropathy
with deafness, inherited an autosomal recessive manner in the Gypsy
community. N-Myc downstream-regulated gene 1 (NDRG1) is a responsible
gene for CMT4D [21].

Figure 21. CMT4D family tree. Proband (II-5) and his deceased brother (II-2) with
consanguineous parents showed the same phenotypes.

The proband (II-5, Figure 21) sometimes tended to fall in his elementary
school periods. He could run slowly until his junior high school. He
underwent foot surgery due to clubfoot deformities at the age of 16. He was
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diagnosed as ‘muscular dystrophy’. At age 62, he and his brother (II-3) visit
our clinic.
His father and mother were first cousins with each other. His deceased
brother showed gait disturbance at the age of 2. He also underwent foot
surgery due to clubfoot deformities at the age of 17. He noticed his hearing
impairment at the age of 28. He used a wheelchair from the age of 40. He
died from pneumonia at the age of 55.
Neurological examination of the proband revealed severe distal muscle
wasting and weakness (Figure 22). He could stand and walk with assistance.
Deep tendon reflexes were all absent, glove and stocking type sensory
disturbance was noted. He suffered from severe deafness. Nerve conduction
studies in his extremities could not evoke action potentials because of his
severe neuropathy. His brain MRI was unremarkable.
DNA analyses were performed for the proband (II-5) and his brother (II3) with informed consents. We performed whole-exome sequencing in the
proband. We confirmed the mutation by sanger sequencing.

Figure 22. Severe distal hand (A) and leg (B) muscle atrophy of the proband (II-5).
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Figure 23. Sanger sequencing analysis of proband (II-5) and asymptomatic brother (II-3). A
homozygous NDRG1 three-base deletion (NM_006096.3: c.346_348 del GAT) in the
proband (II-5) was identified. The same heterozygous NDRG1 mutation (NM_006096.3:
c.346_348 del GAT) was identified in his brother (II-3).

Whole-exome sequencing identified a homozygous NDRG1 three-base
deletion (NM_006096.3: c.346_348 del GAT) in the proband (Figure 22).
The same heterozygous NDRG1 mutation (NM_006096.3: c.346_348 del
GAT) was identified in his brother (Figure 23). This NDRG1 variant was a
novel one and not registered in public databases. We consider the variant
would be a pathogenic mutation.

3．AMYOTROPHIC LATERAL SCLEROSIS
Amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS) is a fatal neurodegenerative
disorder characterized by progressive weakness and atrophy of extremities,
bulbar paresis, and respiratory failure. Most of ALS cases are sporadic,
about 5-10% of ALS cases have a family history [22]. Until now, many
causative genes for familial ALS (FALS) were identified. In Asians, most
frequent FALS have superoxide dismutase 1 (SOD1) gene mutations, while
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in Europeans, most common FALS gene mutations are hexanucleotide
repeat expansions in the C9orf72 gene and SOD1 is a second most frequent
one [23].

3.1 ALS1(SOD1)
SOD1 was discovered as the first gene in 1993 associated with FALS
(ALS1), which was inherited as an autosomal dominant trait (24). ALS1
patients with SOD1 mutations presented slower progression and longer
duration of disease, earlier age of onset, compared to those with sporadic
ALS [25]. Over 100 mutations in the SOD1 mutations were reported
previously [26].
The proband (II-1, Figure 24) noticed his right foot weakness and gait
disturbance at the age of 71. Three years later, he became aware of righthand grip weakness. He referred to our hospital at the age of 74. His brother
(II-3, Figure 24) was diagnosed ALS at the age of 60 in the other hospital.
On neurological examination of the proband, right side and leg dominant
muscle weakness and atrophy in his extremities, diminished or absent DTRs
were noted. We could not detect his upper motor neuron signs. Nerve
conduction study revealed marked decreasing of compound muscle action
potentials. Needle EMG disclosed active neurogenic pattern.

Figure 24. Family tree of the ALS1 family.
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DNA analyses were performed for the proband (II-1) with informed
consents. We performed whole-genome sequencing in the proband. We
confirmed the mutation by Sanger sequencing.
Whole-genome sequencing identified a heterozygous SOD1 mutation
(NM_000454.4: c.380 T>C) in the proband (Figure 25). This SOD1 variant
was considered as a novel mutation. The nonsense mutation was located in
the same amino acid position (NM_000454.4: c.380 T>A) was previously
reported [27]. We consider this variant (c.380T>C) would be a pathogenic
mutation.
We tried to riluzole administration and subsequent edaravone infusion
therapy. But his weakness was gradually progressed and wheelchair-bound
at the age of 77.

Figure 25. Sequence analysis of the proband. The novel SOD1 gene variant
(NM_000454.4: c.380T>C) was identified.
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